
Rush Line Corridor Pre-Project 
Development Study 

Agenda 

Policy Advisory Committee Meeting #12 
Thursday, May 19, 2016 – 2:00 PM to 3:30 PM 

Maplewood Community Center – Room C 

2100 White Bear Avenue, Maplewood 

Discussion Leader Item Action Requested 

Mayor Nora Slawik 1. Call to Order/Introductions

Mayor Nora Slawik 2. Approval of the Agenda Approval 

Mayor Nora Slawik 3. Summary of the March 17, 2016 Meeting Approval 

Andy Gitzlaff 4. Project Status Update Information 

Dan Meyers and 
Julia Suprock 

5. Tier II Detailed Evaluation
• Process Overview
• Initial Data

o Transportation, Environmental Impacts,
Station Area

• Data in Development
o Operations and Maintenance Costs;

Capital Costs; and Ridership Forecasts

Information 

Dan Meyers 6. Report on Meetings and Coordination Activities
• Meetings with Metro Transit/Met Council
• Meeting with MPR on April 15th

• Neighborhood Meeting on April 19th

Information 

Joy Miciano 7. Report on Upcoming Engagement Activities Information 

Mayor Nora Slawik 8. Public Comment Information 

Dan Meyers 9. Other
a. Next Policy Advisory Committee Meeting

Thursday, July 21, 2016 – 2 PM to 3:30 PM
Maplewood Community Center – Room C

Information 

Rush Line Corridor Pre-Project Development Study 
Policy Advisory Committee Meeting #12    May 19, 2016 
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Policy Advisory Committee (PAC) Meeting #10 
 
Thursday, March 17, 2016 
2:00 pm to 3:30 pm 

ATTENDEES 
PAC Members 
Nora Slawik– Maplewood  
Amy Brendmoen– Saint Paul 
Tom Cook – Metro State University  
Melissa Donald – East Side Area Business Association 
Jo Emerson– White Bear Lake 
Shelia Kelly – White Bear Lake Area Chamber of Commerce 
Bob Kermes – White Bear Township 
Gina Mitteco – MnDOT 
Fran Miron – Washington County Regional Railroad Authority 
Linda Nanko-Yaeger - Wyoming 
Victoria Reinhardt – Ramsey County Regional Railroad Authority 
Sandy Rummel – Metropolitan Council 
Will Schroeer – East Metro Strong 
Rhonda Sivarajah– Anoka County Regional Railroad Authority 
 
Others 
Mark Finken – City of Saint Paul 
Cole Hiniker- Metropolitan Council 
Nathan Johnson - City of Pine City 
Hally Turner - Washington County 
Andy Gitzlaff - Ramsey County Regional Railroad Authority 
Mike Rogers - Ramsey County Regional Railroad Authority 
Dan Meyers – AECOM  
Julia Suprock – AECOM 
Joy Miciano – AECOM Team  
Cristina Diaz – AECOM Team  
Lindsey Wollschlager – RRA, Strategic Communications Consultant 
Dave Anderson - All Parks Alliance for Change 
Denise Bricher- All Parks Alliance for Change 
Dawn Carlson – Almeida Public Affairs 
Jacki Devore - All Parks Alliance for Change  
Karin DuPaul – Friends of Swede Hollow  
Tara Jebens-Sirgh - ISD 624 
Stephen Schreiber– Minnesota Public Radio 
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SUMMARY of Meeting Questions, Comments, and Discussion 
 
Call to Order/Introductions 

Chair Nora Slawik called the meeting to order and welcomed all in attendance, asking everyone to 
introduce themselves. 

 
Approval of Agenda 

Commissioner Miron made a motion to approve the agenda; Councilmember Rummel seconded the 
motion, and the motion was approved unanimously. 

 
Summary of the January 21, 2016 Meeting 

Councilmember Nanko-Yeager made a motion to approve the summary of the January 21, 2016 
meeting; Tom Cook seconded the motion, and the motion was approved unanimously. 

  
Project Status Update 

Andy Gitzlaff presented on overview of the meeting’s presentation, starting with right-of-way 
ownership.  The County/Rail right-of-way (ROW) extends from downtown St. Paul through Maplewood; 
the next portion of the ROW is owned by BNSF, while the most northern portion of the ROW is owned 
by Washington County Regional Rail Authority.  

• Mayor Slawik: Are there any special privileges on White Bear Avenue, or land that the county 
owns?  For example, do there need to be park and rides?  

o Andy Gitzlaff: Traffic does need to continue to move on these roads. 

• Andy noted that it is important not to make decisions too early so work doesn’t have to be re-
done.  The team wants to take the information out to the public to show how the alternatives 
relate back to the Purpose and Need Report and the project goals and objectives. The original 
plan was to complete the study in July but a schedule extension would allow the PAC to do 
follow-up engagement and better analyze the information.  

• Commissioner Reinhardt: The option of a schedule extension is very important because we 
added White Bear Avenue in November and the people most heavily impacted there need to 
know what’s going on and have their input collected. It is also important to note that the reason 
we are looking at White Bear Avenue, in addition to the request from neighborhood feedback, 
is to look at the potential for economic development and ridership to and from jobs and close 
the disparities gap by investing in areas that need a boost. We need to remember that cost is 
not the only driving factor and it is important to note and determine who is benefiting. We 
don’t want to leave impression that White Bear Avenue was added by “one side or another;” 
the PAC added this option back to make sure the line is serving those who need it 

• Mayor Slawik: There are a lot more businesses, but also a lot more jobs in that area and the 
outreach is worth the extra time. 

• Commissioner Reinhardt: End of the year is probably more realistic for the schedule.  We have 
to do outreach. We have the time, so let’s do it right. 
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Andy reviewed the maps of alternatives and noted that the maps were reviewed by the PAC at the last 
meeting and have been posted to the website for public comment:  

 

Andy noted that the downtown routing stakeholder workshops have helped include the community in 
the decision making process.  We started with 13 segments and worked through the technical aspect of 
what is feasible for implementation, and were able to turn the segments into routes; eight downtown 
routing options are moving forward 
 
Andy noted that alignments entering downtown from the west and east side of I-35E along Phalen 
Boulevard are emerging as the best-performing options; East 7th Street has more challenges and has 
received mixed level of support; we have heard very little support for the Swede Hollow route. 
 
Andy then reviewed the ongoing White Bear Avenue engagement activities and other engagement that 
is planned including an upcoming neighborhood meeting on April 19th.  
 
Dan Meyers reviewed the downtown routing options that have been determined to be infeasible for 
implementation: 

• LRT on Jackson: roadway grades and turning radii make LRT unfeasible (Discussion with Metro 
Transit) 

• LRT/DBRT on Union Pacific (UP) ROW: UP says any transit service needs to be at least 50 feet 
from freight operations, and that they may not allow LRT or DBRT even if separated from 
freight operations by more than 50 feet (Discussion with UP).  DMU on the other hand may be 
able to operate in closer proximity because it is a bigger vehicle. 

• LRT on Kellogg: cost and operational considerations on the Kellogg Bridge make it in infeasible. 

 
Tier 2 Detailed Definition of Alternatives – Refinements 
 
Service Plan and Travel Times 
Dan Meyers reviewed service plan information and noted the travel times for all eight options. 

• Councilmember Nanko-Yeager: What are current travel times on bus route? 

o Dan Meyers: No bus currently mimics the proposed alternatives, but those travel time 
numbers will be reflected in the No Build data. 

 
Dan noted that factors for travel time can include the number of stations, if the vehicle runs in mixed 
traffic, and the turning radius of vehicles.  The team is generating draft ridership numbers now; going 
forward, we will want to balance travel time with the ability to serve the most people. 

• Councilmember Brendmoen: On the maps, add the word “Park” to Swede Hollow to show it is a 
park. 

• Chair Slawik: When will we have ridership numbers? 

o Dan Meyers: Draft numbers will be available for review in April. 

• Chair Slawik: Will there be numbers for LRT?  
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o Dan Meyers: Yes, ridership will show all results for all modes. 

o Andy Gitzlaff: We want to have very accurate/conservative numbers to show Met 
Council and Metro Transit and subsequently the FTA. 

 
Tier 2 Evaluation of Alternatives – Update 
Evaluation Methodology and Criteria 

Julia Suprock discussed the Tier 2 deliverables.  There will be multiple ways the information is 
presented, with varying levels of detail for different audiences with different technical 
backgrounds/knowledge bases.   

• Six technical memos that provide the detailed technical evaluation results will be designed for 
the PMT and the TACand anyone interested in the technical details as the primary audience.  

• A summary evaluation report will include extracts from the technical work and analysis that will 
be designed for the PAC and the public as the primary audience.   

• A one-pager that is the highest-level summary of results will be developed for people with no 
prior knowledge of the routing options or study results.   

 

Julia also reviewed the link between the Purpose and Need and the Tier 2 evaluation criteria because it 
is important to confirm that the eventual LPA is responsive to those project goals and objects and the 
purpose and need identified at the outset of the study. 

Julia then reviewed the criteria used for tech memos, the evaluation output and the data sources that 
will be used for each. 

• Chair Slawik: Is this a weighted outcome? How do we rank the options? 

o Julia Suprock: We want to see the results before determining the way of ranking and 
evaluating. 

• Commissioner Reinhardt: Regarding natural resources impacts, is the boundary beyond the 
right-of-way for looking at impacts to natural resources? 

o Julia Suprock: Yes. 

 
Report on Meetings and Workshop 
Joy Miciano discussed Downtown Routing Workshop #3, which was held on March 14, 2016.  
Participants expressed a preference for stations on Earl, Arcade, Payne and Cayuga; participants also 
expressed a desire to connect with Green Line.  Downtown routing option 8 was most preferred. 
 
 
Report on Upcoming Engagement Activities 

Joy Miciano then reported on White Bear Avenue outreach to businesses and residents. 

Project staff went out in early March and talked with about 80 businesses on White Bear Avenue 
between Maryland Avenue and Beam Avenue; the team focused on smaller, local businesses.  
Comments heard from businesses included: 
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• Concerns about LRT (space, property impacts, traffic, construction) 

• Some interest in BRT; but unclear of difference with local bus 

• Patrons of car-dependent businesses not likely to use transit 

• Medical clinic patients and staff use transit  

• Many owners retiring and/or selling properties within 10 years 

 

• Chair Slawik: Sounds like businesses are cautious, will that change? 

o Joy Miciano:  It may, but many still think of Green Line construction and immediately 
worry about construction impacts. 

• Mayor Emerson: Any plans to go further north on White Bear Ave in White Bear Lake for 
outreach? 

o Joy Miciano: We will look at going into White Bear Lake for outreach but not necessarily 
just on White Bear Avenue. 

o Andy Gitzlaff: The focus is on White Bear Avenue between Maryland Ave and Beam 
Avenue because LRT and dedicated BRT was added as potential modes; north of Beam 
Avenue, the only mode considered would be arterial BRT which has less impacts. 

• Commissioner Reinhardt: What are the differences between local bus or arterial BRT; how can 
we explain this? 

o Joy Miciano explained the different features often used to describe BRT (level or near-
level boarding/pre-pay kiosks). Dan Meyers suggested showing photos of the different 
types of A-Line stations in future materials. 

• Chair Slawik: We should consider door knocking to hit those who can’t come to traditional 
meeting times? We may hear a different story at doors than at public meetings. 

o Joy Miciano: Door knocking is a very large level of effort and labor intensive; we will 
need to look at available resources. 

• Sheila Kelly: Agree, more outreach into White Bear Lake would be good; it would be helpful to 
know where the stations are located in downtown White Bear Lake. 

o Dan Meyers reviewed the general station locations. 

 
Public Comment  
Karin DuPaul, Friends of Swede Hollow 

• Lives at 668 Greenbrier Street, St. Paul 

• Friends of Swede Hollow wants people to know more about Swede Hollow Park. Ms. DuPaul 
says she is passionate because when they moved into the neighborhood, that park area wasn’t 
very nice (many people used it as an area to throw trash). She started working with district 
councils and neighbors to clean it up. Today Swede Hollow Park is a place that feels like you are 
outside of the city while you are still in the city. friends of Swede Hollow supports LRT, but not 
through Swede Hollow Park. 
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Other 
Next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, April 21 from 2:00 – 4:00 pm at Maplewood Community 
Center (more time is allotted for Tier 2 discussion). 
 
Meeting adjourned at 3:21 p.m. 


